
Richard’s Camping Store is the best for camping gear supplies. They made a pie graph on 

the sales of certain items during the month of July. Use the graph to answer the questions.
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1) Which item sold the most in Richard’s camping store?

2) What is the percentage of torches sold?

3) Did the store sell fewer bags or torches? 

4) Is the sales % of bags more than the sales % of tents?

5) What is the percentage of bags sold?
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1) Which item sold the most in Richard’s camping store?

2) What is the percentage of torches sold?

3) Did the store sell fewer bags or torches? 

4) Is the sales % of bags more than the sales % of tents?

5) What is the percentage of bags sold?
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Andrew, a professional scuba diver went sea diving.  Using his underwater digital camera,

he captured images of many sea creatures under the sea. The pie graph shows the

population in each kind.
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1) Which sea creature is the least populated? 

2) What is the population percentage of star �sh? 

3) Did he see more sea horses or turtles?

4) Did Andrew see octopuses? If yes, what is the percentage

              of them?

5) Which is the second most populated sea creature?
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1) Which sea creature is the least populated? 

2) What is the population percentage of star �sh? 

3) Did he see more sea horses or turtles?

4) Did Andrew see octopuses? If yes, what is the percentage

              of them?

5) Which is the second most populated sea creature?
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The Manager of Global Toy Factory made a pie graph to show the production of toys in 

each kind.  Answer the below questions based on the graph.
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1) What is the production percentage of rocking horses?

2) Which is the second largely produced toy? 

3) What is the percentage of stu�ed dolls production?

4) Which types of toys were made in equal numbers?

5) How many types of toys were made in the factory?
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12.5 %1) What is the production percentage of rocking horses?

2) Which is the second largely produced toy? 

3) What is the percentage of stu�ed dolls production?

4) Which types of toys were made in equal numbers?

5) How many types of toys were made in the factory?
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